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Steelin’ the Slide
Hawai‘i and the Birth of the Blues Guitar

by John W. Troutman

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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 A
lthough the work of eliminating blues myths is a hard row to 
hoe, scholars have successfully uprooted a few, including the 
persistent belief that into the early twentieth century, Missis-
sippi Delta blues musicians nurtured their musical traditions 
in isolation from the sounds of the modern world. We know 

that they sought out the latest hits from Tin Pan Alley, enjoyed the raucous and 
worldly, cosmopolitan performances of traveling vaudeville singers, and often 
mimicked the singing (or, in the case of Jimmie Rodgers, the yodeling) of the 
biggest recording artists of their day. Robert Johnson now seems much less of a 
devil- conjuring mystic than a bright, observant professional guitarist who readily 
assimilated a huge body of riffs borrowed from all the records he could get his 
hands on. Indeed, our understanding of music- making in the early- twentieth- 
century South has changed dramatically in recent years.1

 One belief that seems to have remained relatively intact, however, is that the 
bottleneck slide guitar style was developed as an “Africanism”—a musical tech-
nology that survived from the Middle Passage into the twentieth century. Accord-
ing to this theory, children’s instruments—monochord zithers, variously iden-
tified in Mississippi as the “diddley bow” or “jitter- bug”—served as the direct 
inspiration for the slide guitar, the distinctive tradition originally and perhaps 
most beautifully expressed in the recordings of Charley Patton, Son House, Ko-
komo Arnold, Robert Johnson, and others.
 Indeed, folklorists in the 1960s and 1970s extensively documented uses and rec-
ollections of such one- stringed instruments around Mississippi and other parts of 
the South. These instruments were most often comprised of a wire string secured 
across a board or run from the exterior wall of a house to an anchor—often a 
brick—on the other end. One could generate sound and change the string’s pitch 
by running a bottle or a similar object up and down the wire. A quick search on 
YouTube returns numerous videos of Mississippi diddley bow practitioners col-
lected by Alan Lomax or even an electrified version built by modern rocker Jack 
White. Scholars have worked to link these instruments’ roots to West and Central 
Africa. The connection seems plausible, and it was attractive to folklorists and 
historians in the 1960s and 1970s who, during and after the national Civil Rights 
and Black Pride movements, created scholarship that neatly calibrated with cele-
brations of African American culture and its ties to the African continent.2

 Upon closer inspection of the origins of the slide guitar tradition, however, the 
evidence linking it to African monochord zithers is rather tenuous. No mono-
chord zithers seem to appear in the written record before the 1930s, well after Afri-
can Americans had begun recording their slide guitars. This study will reveal that 
what we instead find in the South, in great preponderance, are Hawaiian guitars. 
Everywhere. Native Hawaiian guitarists, who slid metal bars over their strings to 
create sweeping glissando sounds, inundated the South in the first decades of the 
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twentieth century. Yet, in the obsessively researched field of blues music, none yet 
have seen fit to consider the Native Hawaiian influence as anything more than a 
curiosity, a sideshow unworthy of serious contemplation.3

 Thus, a significant reappraisal of blues slide guitar origins is in order, as is 
our understanding of southern guitar culture as a whole, as scholars have consis-
tently ignored the presence of Kanaka Maoli, or Native Hawaiian, guitarists in the 
South. This reappraisal requires a turn to the many African American and Kanaka 
Maoli convergences that took place in the early- twentieth- century South, from 
the country roads of Mississippi and Alabama to the boisterous city streets of New 
Orleans. The evidence of these encounters is at times fleeting and certainly also 
requires some speculation. However, the abundance of these encounters in itself 
is provocative and demonstrates that we continue to underestimate the impact of 
ethnic heterogeneity in shaping the southern soundscape. For these reasons, we 
must contemplate a new crossroads of sorts as we revisit the history of the blues 
one more time.4

Our first proof of guitars on Hawaiian soil derives from an 1840 advertisement for guitar strings in an island 

newspaper, The Polynesian. Honolulu newspapers routinely advertised guitars and guitar lessons by 1867, and 

by 1870 we have evidence of guitars being built in the islands out of Hawaiian woods. Emalia Kaihumua (center) 

holds a guitar in this studio image, c. 1890, along with women holding a taro patch and ‘ukulele on either side of 

her. Courtesy of Hawai‘i State Archives.
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J o s e ph  K e K u K u  a n d  h i s  K ī K ā  K i la

 First, however, let us turn to another origin story, set four thousand miles to 
the west of the Mississippi Delta, on a volcanic archipelago in the middle of the 
Pacific Ocean. The Hawaiian Islands, in fact, served as perhaps one of the world’s 
most significant crossroads of the nineteenth century. Sailors, whalers, merchants, 
missionaries, entrepreneurs, and laborers from distant lands such as the United 
States, Portugal, Mexico, and Japan routinely arrived in and departed from Hono-
lulu harbor. Since 1820, many of them had arrived on the good graces of the ruling 
ali‘i, or chiefs of the islands, and international relations and trade for the Hawai-
ian kingdom vastly expanded during this period. As American missionaries and 
entrepreneurs increasingly sought souls for salvation, and lands for plantation, 
however, all of the Kanaka Maoli people, from the ali‘i to the kāhuna (priests) to 
the maka‘āinana (commoners), grappled with increasingly challenging and un-
foreseen circumstances.
 The cultural impact of the foreign arrivals was immediate and complex. Mis-
sionary proselytization efforts and interactions with sailors and vaqueros (Latin 
American cowboys hired to maintain cattle herds in the islands) influenced many 
to incorporate foreign singing traditions into their own ever- changing reper-
toires. In addition, foreigners brought to the island a variety of trade goods, in-
cluding Spanish guitars. A late- nineteenth- century newspaper article suggested 
that guitars first arrived from Mexico in the early 1800s, but our first proof of gui-

The ascendancy of guitars in the 

Hawaiian islands accelerated in the 

1880s when King Kalākaua’s campaign 

to maintain Native rule featured a 

cultural component that repudiated the 

longstanding efforts of the Americans to 
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called on Kānaka Maoli to revive the 

hula as a public assertion of Native 
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were at the ready to provide the 

accompaniment, cementing a new role 

for the guitar as a vital instrument 

in Native Hawaiian songs and hula 

traditions. King Kalākaua, courtesy 

of the Collections of the Library of 

Congress.
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tars on Hawaiian soil derives from an 1840 advertisement for guitar strings in an 
island newspaper, The Polynesian. In 1939, a reminiscence by Curtis Piehu Iaukea, 
the former chief diplomat of King Kalākaua and later Queen Lili‘uokalani, sug-
gested that steel string guitars were first introduced, at least to Maui, by Portu-
guese sailors who were shipwrecked by the Confederate cruiser Shenandoah during 
the U.S. Civil War. Honolulu newspapers routinely advertised guitars and guitar 
lessons by 1867, and by 1870, we have evidence of guitars being built in the islands 
out of Hawaiian woods. Portuguese instruments such as the rajão and machete, 
sold by Madeiran emigrants, developed into instruments known by Kānaka Maoli 
as ‘ukuleles and taro patch fiddles. Banjos, violins, and mandolins also interested 
them, but six- string guitars, in particular, began to proliferate at a remarkable 
pace.5

 The ascendancy of guitars in the islands accelerated in the 1880s, just as the po-
litical climate of the islands rapidly deteriorated. At that time, a cohort of Ameri-
can planters and entrepreneurs increased their efforts to undermine ali‘i authority. 
King Kalākaua’s campaign to maintain Native rule featured a cultural component 
that repudiated the longstanding efforts of the Americans, particularly the Cal-
vinist missionaries, to suppress the hula. When he repeatedly called on Kānaka 
Maoli to revive the hula as a public assertion of Native Hawaiian independence, 
guitarists were at the ready to provide the accompaniment, cementing a new role 
for the guitar as a vital instrument in Native Hawaiian mele (songs) and hula tradi-
tions. In 1893, however, the American cohort engineered an illegal, U.S.- Marines-
supported overthrow of the kingdom. Kānaka Maoli faced a tumultuous political 
uncertainty that decade as nearly the entire Native population, along with the de-
posed (and eventually imprisoned) Queen Lili‘uokalani, waged an extraordinary 
campaign to restore the Hawaiian kingdom government. During this time, guitar 
music perhaps provided them with a measure of reassurance and strength: even if 
the missionaries resumed their efforts to destroy the hula, the countless Kanaka 
Maoli guitarists strolling the countryside and the streets of Honolulu seemed to 
ensure that their language, their genealogies, their histories, all carefully bound in 
mele, would continue to fill the trade winds with sound.6

 In this context, just a few years prior to the overthrow, a Kanaka Maoli adoles-
cent named Joseph Kekuku‘upenakana‘iaupuniokamehameha Apuakehau devel-
oped a guitar technique that would come to transform not only island guitar cul-
ture, but guitar cultures all over the world. He played the instrument by laying it 
across his knees, tuning his guitar to open chords, and sliding a piece of metal—
most likely at first a metal comb or knife—along the strings, raising and lowering 
their pitch. When he strummed the instrument, the slide created moveable chords 
as it traveled up and down the neck of the guitar; when he plucked single strings, 
he could produce melodies and harmonies, as well as accents and harmonics. Ke-
kuku, as he and his family became known, reported that it took him about seven 
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years to perfect this new style, as he adapted it to suit a variety of Hawaiian and 
Western musical traditions. He fabricated finger picks, a steel bar, and a higher 
nut that he placed under the strings to raise them away from the fret board. In 
doing so, he increased the instrument’s volume, he avoided hitting its fretboard 
with the bar, and he created shimmering glissando sounds on the strings, mimick-
ing, perhaps better than any other instrument on the islands, the human voice. 
The effect, as described by all who first heard it, was transcendent. Kekuku’s class-
mates learned his technique and quickly dispersed it throughout the islands; the 
kīkā kila, or Hawaiian guitar, as it became known off the islands, sonically revo-
lutionized every musical tradition it touched, from traditional mele to protestant 
hymns introduced by New England missionaries, to the latest Tin Pan Alley sheet 
music imports that arrived on ships from San Francisco. Vaulted in status from 
serving as a typically rhythmic, accompanying instrument to that of a much more 
dynamic and melodic, or lead, instrument, the guitar would never be the same.7

 Following his innovations with remarkable haste, Kekuku and his compatriots 
then embarked upon a series of extraordinary journeys throughout the world. 
Some musicians were from once elite families whose status was called into ques-
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tion after the overthrow; some left the islands in protest of the provisional gov-
ernment; some were maka‘āinana who sought better economic opportunity than 
what the islands afforded them; and some, perhaps most, sought adventure. A 
few stowed away on passenger liners bound for California. Others left the islands 
in more organized fashion as Hawaiian musical troupes; they would come to tour 
nearly every populated continent in the world, introducing their Hawaiian guitars 
and their mele within the first generation of the instrument’s incarnation. Kekuku 
himself finally left Oahu for California in 1904 and toured the continents of North 
America and Europe for the next thirty years. Typically promoted on the U.S. con-
tinent as novelty acts in traveling vaudeville, tent, and Lyceum shows, newspaper 
reporters and music critics stammered—in their breathless wonder—to describe 
these new sounds of the Hawaiian guitar as crowds attended their shows and pur-
chased their recordings on wax cylinders and early 78 rpm records. While some 
early reviewers could only describe the Hawaiian guitar’s sounds as “weird” or 
“bizarre,” they quickly gained an ear for the instrument, as did the critic for the 
Atlanta Constitution, who in 1916 referred to Hawaiian guitarist July Paka as “a man 
whose music holds his hearers absolutely spellbound.” Interest continued to grow, 
such that industry representatives reported that, in that same year, Hawaiian gui-
tar music outsold every other genre of recorded music in the United States.8

h awa i i a n t rav e ls  t h rou g h  t h e u. s.  s out h

 The rapidly rising popularity of Hawaiian guitar music on the U.S. continent is 
staggering, but it is important to note, as we focus our attention on the U.S. South, 
that Kānaka Maoli had exploited the burgeoning southern entertainment markets 
long before 1916. Indeed, by that time, two generations of southerners had be-
come familiar with Hawaiian music. The Royal Hawaiian Band introduced Hawai-
ian music to the South as early as 1884, when the lyrics to “Aloha ‘Oe,” penned by 
King Kalākaua’s sister, the future Queen Lili‘uokalani, were displayed at the New 
Orleans World’s Fair. Other Hawaiian troupes traveled the southern states as early 
as 1893, as hula dancer Kini Kapahukulaokamāmalu noted in an interview decades 
later. In 1896, she and a fellow dancer posed for photographs at Howell photog-
raphy studio in Louisville, Kentucky. The 1900 tour diaries of Hawaiian troupe- 
manager John Wilson include the routing for a southern tour featuring July Paka, 
who would make the first commercial Hawaiian guitar recording in 1909. The 
tour route included Kansas City, New Orleans, Birmingham, Memphis, Atlanta, 
and Louisville. At the conclusion of the Buffalo Exposition in 1901, several musi-
cians under the management of Native Hawaiian Joseph Puni (who would also 
become known as a Hawaiian guitarist) traveled to South Carolina to perform at 
the Charleston Exposition. In 1906, a member of the Royal Hawaiian Band, who 
had years earlier toured the U.S. continent as a member of the Hawaiian Kawahua 
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Glee Club, suffered a heart attack in his hotel room in Memphis. In 1912 the Hawai-
ian Gazette reported that Kanaka Maoli steel guitarist Lui Thompson’s troupe was 
“playing one night stands in the Southern States, and expect[ed] to stay in the 
South all winter.” By then, the sight of Native Hawaiian musicians making their 
way through southern towns and countryside must have seemed almost common-
place to many southerners.9

 Tracing the footprint of Kanaka Maoli guitarists in Louisiana alone can reveal 
their frequent access to the South and their influence upon local musicians. New 
Orleans served as a major destination point for routing Hawaiian vaudeville tours; 
in 1912, three years after July Paka’s first recordings with the Edison company, his 
troupe, known as “Toots Paka and Her Hawaiians,” booked into the city through 
the Orpheum circuit, one of several visits to the state. From 1915 on, newspaper 
advertisements for Hawaiian guitar music frequented the Times- Picayune, featur-
ing recordings by the most significant first generation steel guitarists to leave 
the islands: July Paka, Pale K. Lua, David Kaili, and Palakiko “Frank” Ferera. 
Louisiana residents were no mere passive recipients of these new sounds; rather, 
lured by the novelty or exoticism, they succumbed to the Hawaiian guitar craze 
like the rest of the country. By 1918, the lsu Men’s Glee Club had included their 
own Hawaiian guitar performance on their tours through the state, and in New 
Orleans, by 1925, students enrolled in the Hanley Brothers’ guitar classes received 
free Hawaiian guitars. Of course, jazz and Hawaiian music would come to shape 

New Orleans served as a major destination point for routing Hawaiian vaudeville tours; in 1912, three years after 

July Paka’s first recordings with the Edison company, his troupe, known as “Toots Paka and Her Hawaiians,” 

booked into the city through the Orpheum circuit. Studio image of July Paka playing Spanish guitar, Toots Paka, 

kneeling, and, most likely, Joseph Kekuku, the steel player whose face is partially obscured by his hat, courtesy of 

the author.
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one another over the coming years: New Orleans jazz singer and pianist Walter 
“Fats” Pichon hired Kanaka Maoli Hawaiian guitarist Bennie Nawahi to play on 
“Wiggle Yo Toes” and “I’ve Seen My Baby (And It Won’t Be Long Now)” in 1929. 
New Orleans’s great Louis Armstrong would come to feature a Hawaiian steel 
guitar in his 1930 recording of “I’m In the Market For You.”10

 Hawaiian musicians found all sorts of opportunities to play in the South. Dur-
ing the same period that Blind Lemon Jefferson was busking on the downtown 
Dallas streets, for example, the Fort Worth Star- Telegram reported in 1922 that one 
Hawaiian troupe’s “Haunting Hawaiian melodies . . . will be included on the pro-
gram of free entertainment which will be provided for visitors to the Southwestern 
Exposition and Fat Stock Show,” featuring David Kaleipua Munson on Hawaiian 
guitar. Several troupes traveled through Mississippi, including the Royal Hawai-
ian Players who booked three days in Hattiesburg’s Strand Theatre in 1919, and 
the Sanine Hawaiian Troubadours who performed with the “ukulele, steel gui-
tar and taropatch” in Biloxi less than two months later. In April of 1918, Vierra’s 
Royal Hawaiian Singers closed the Lyceum season in Fayetteville, Arkansas. Born 
in Hilo on the island of Hawai’i, the Vierra brothers always traveled with Hawai-

Born in Hilo on the island of Hawai‘i, the Vierra brothers (center) always traveled with Hawaiian guitarists, and 

they frequented rural and southern markets from Hattiesburg, Mississippi, to Lumberton, North Carolina, in 

the late 1910s. Photograph by Zelta Studio, Great Falls, Montana, 1912, courtesy of the Hawai‘i State Archives.
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ian guitarists, and they frequented rural and southern markets from Hattiesburg, 
Mississippi, to Lumberton, North Carolina, in the late 1910s. Their oft- reported 
appearances in small- town southern newspapers reveal not only that many mar-
kets existed for Hawaiian guitarists at this time in the South; they also reveal that 
they were working every small town, nook, and holler along the way.11

 They also found plenty of opportunities to be heard in between tours. In Gulf-
port, Mississippi, for those who could afford records, or, more commonly, for 
those who merely walked in front of George Northrup’s shop as he blasted the 
latest hits to lure potential customers from the street, one could hear the latest 
Lua, Kaili, and Paka Hawaiian guitar records. In fact, in 1917, Northrup took out 
a double- columned advertisement in the Biloxi newspaper that stretched nearly 
the length of the page to exclusively list his Hawaiian guitar records. By the early 
1920s, Hawaiian guitarists also played regularly on radio stations heard throughout 
the South, such as wFaa in Dallas, wBap in Fort Worth, and wls in Chicago. By 
1923, eighty- nine radio stations were in operation in the South alone, and many 
offered live Hawaiian guitar performances throughout the day and evening.12

 Other shows and entertainment circuits further contributed to the deep reach 
of Native Hawaiian guitarists in the South. Bird of Paradise, a dramatic produc-
tion set in Hawai‘i in the years following the overthrow, premiered on Broadway 
in 1912. The play perhaps became best known for the songs and interludes per-
formed by Hawaiian guitarists. The initial run lasted for 112 days, but the true 
impact of the production would be felt when numerous traveling troupes staged 
it throughout the country in the years following. When, in 1918, a troupe featur-
ing a Kanaka Maoli Hawaiian guitarist presented the production in Anniston, 
Alabama, and Greenville, Mississippi, the local papers billed it as “The Play that 
Made Hawaiian Music Popular.” Clearly, then, if Hawaiian guitar music was re-
nowned in Anniston and Greenville by this time, it was well established through-
out the Deep South.13

 Despite Jim Crow segregation, African American audiences could see, hear, 
and interact with these Kanaka Maoli guitarists. In order to advertise their local 
theatre bookings, for example, recently arrived vaudeville groups would often 
march through town during the day, offering a view of their musical performance 
for everyone in town to behold. “The Father of the Blues,” W. C. Handy, himself 
recalled parading through the streets with Mahara’s Colored Minstrels before sell-
ing tickets for the evening shows in the 1890s; they would play anything from Tin 
Pan Alley numbers to Sousa marches, introducing all of the locals to the latest hits 
emanating out of the big cities. As Karl Hagstrom Miller recently noted, when 
Harvard archaeologist Charles Peabody spent the summers of 1901 and 1902 in 
the Mississippi Delta, he reported the frequency of Tin Pan Alley hits, such as 
“The Bully Song,” sung with glee by the local African American men laboring 
for him on excavations. “Undoubtedly picked up from passing theatrical troupes,” 
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he wrote, “the ‘ragtime’ sung for us quite inverted the supposed theory of its ori-
gin.” Although Peabody referred to their guitar playing as “limited” in repertoire 
and “lacking” in spontaneity and did not seem to observe any guitarists playing 
with a bottleneck or knife, certainly if local African Americans rattled off several 
of the latest hits from New York City, they would have seen Hawaiian guitarists 
when they traveled through town and countryside. African Americans, in fact, 
had access to these performances both in the street and on the stage. As histori-
ans John S. Otto and Augustus M. Burns astutely noted in 1974, “most [southern] 
states did not pass legislation segregating public amusements: this task was left to 
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local authorities or to custom. Only in Louisiana and South Carolina did the state 
legislatures consider segregation of amusements, and there they segregated only 
the ticket offices and entrances for tent shows . . . Therefore, once inside southern 
amusement shows, whites and blacks could listen to the same lectures or to perfor-
mances by Hawaiian guitarists, Tyrolean yodelers, ministrels [sic], vaudevillians, 
or cabaret blues singers.”14

 Jim Crow laws actually may have created some opportunities for African Ameri-
cans to interact with Native Hawaiian musicians at the time, as Kānaka Maoli 
would likely have taken up lodging with African American families or in board-
ing houses for African Americans and other people of color as they toured the 
segregated South. This phenomenon extended at least into the 1940s; Lani Ellen 
McIntire, the daughter of the Kanaka Maoli singer and bassist Al McIntire, and 
the niece of Lani and Dick McIntire, two of the most famous Hawaiian guitarists 
of their generation, recalled to me her traumatic childhood experiences in 1939 or 
1940 of getting twice spit upon by white men (presumably, she believes, because 
she was walking with her white mother and her Kanaka Maoli father) while tour-
ing with her family’s Hawaiian troupe in Mississippi and Tennessee. She spoke of 
the embarrassment of being refused lodging in white- only hotels, including those 
that her family entertained in, just as she gleefully remembered the camaraderie 
of boarding with African Americans, American Indians, Latinos, and others in 
integrated boarding houses that catered to itinerant entertainers and circus per-
formers. Presumably her experiences with the Jim Crow South reflected those of 
the Kānaka Maoli who traveled those roads before her. Indeed, we do know that 
the Ka Bana Lahui, or Hawaiian National Band, decided to speak publicly only 
in the Hawaiian language when south of the Mason- Dixon Line in the 1890s, spe-
cifically to avoid the wrath of local white supremacists. As late as 1959, a  Hawaiian 
entertainer reported exiting a Montgomery, Alabama cafeteria only to face its 
owner and a police officer, who told him never to return. Jim Crow laws and the 
terrors of racial violence in the South created a complex series of hazards on the 
road that Kanaka Maoli musicians, just like African Americans, had to navigate 
with great care. At the same time, their shared experiences of segregation cer-
tainly created opportunities for musical collaboration.15

 Hawaiian guitarists also played the earliest black segregated “chitlin circuit,” 
the Theatre Owners Booking Association, or T.O.B.A. Lizzie Wallace, an Afri-
can American entertainer who was part of Black Patti’s show in the 1910s, gained 
firsthand experience with Hawaiian music when she performed in the islands as 
part of Hen Wise’s Bronze Review. According to the Chicago Defender, in 1917, 
when she returned to the continent, she brought with her six Hawaiian musicians: 
David Burrows, George Sam Ku, Walter Ho, Sam Clement, Johnnie Kasihue, and 
Zachary Pali. Adopting a Hawaiian persona and naming her outfit Princess Pauhi 
and Her Hawaiian Song Birds, she led her troupe, featuring the Hawaiian guitar, 
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on tours through the Midwest. Although we don’t know if “Her Hawaiian Song 
Birds” toured the South, it does seem clear that in the early- twentieth- century 
South, Native Hawaiian guitarists were playing everywhere, for everybody.16

t h e  s t e e l  a n d  t h e  s l i d e

 So the plausibility is clear. Native Hawaiians could have influenced the first gen-
eration of blues slide guitarists in the South. Now: did they? Based upon tech-
nique, terminology, inferences in interviews, and repertoire, it seems that most of 
the earliest documented African American slide guitarists, and certainly the most 
significant, understood their style as that of playing “Hawaiian guitar.” They no 
doubt developed unique techniques and sounds, particularly after the bottleneck 
style was first recorded in the late 1920s; yet, they did so with no documented con-
nection to one- stringed instruments such as the diddley bow, and they did so in 
the wake of Hawaiian guitarists working their way through the U.S. continental 
entertainment circuits.
 In New York City in late 1923, African American guitarist Sylvester Weaver cut 
four sides accompanying blues and vaudeville singer Sara Martin. Weaver had ar-
rived in the city from his home near Louisville, Kentucky, where he worked as a 
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day laborer and a jug band guitarist at night. Weaver was an incredibly agile gui-
tarist, commanding a variety of the most modern music styles at his fingertips. 
After hearing him play, it is no wonder that Sara Martin would bring his talents to 
her sessions in New York.17 However, during their second session, on November 2, 
1923, he recorded his own “Guitar Blues” and “Guitar Rag,” the two sides blues 
scholars identify as comprising the first blues slide guitar recordings ever made.
 In the years preceding Weaver’s landmark recordings, however, Kentuckians 
were treated routinely to the sounds of Kanaka Maoli guitarists. As early as 1909, 
July Paka’s troupe was performing in Lexington. In August of 1918, the Hartford 
Republican reported that a Bird of Paradise production had recently passed through 
town. A Kanaka Maoli troupe featuring a steel guitarist performed in Middles-
boro, Kentucky, in 1919. That year, the Mt. Sterling Advocate featured an advertise-
ment for Paka’s records. In 1922, a year before Weaver’s recording debut, “The 
Royal Serenaders,” yet another Native Hawaiian troupe, performed at the opera 
house in Paris, Kentucky. Further examples abound. Certainly these troupes 
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would not have passed up the Louisville market on the Kentucky circuit. As a 
resident of Louisville, Sylvester Weaver lived and worked in a town that served 
as a major crossroads for musical troupes that paraded their novelty through the 
streets in the daytime, segregated or not, so that everyone in the community could 
watch. Weaver was among the best and most versatile guitarists of his day in the 
South, and certainly when new players came through town, he would ensure that 
he had a front seat, either on the streets or in the balconies of the town’s segre-
gated theatres. In fact, while African American guitarists would eventually adopt 
a new style of playing slide by placing a metal or glass cylinder on a finger rather 
than holding a piece of steel, and by positioning the instrument upright rather 
than on their lap, Weaver played his guitar with a knife and, when doing so, most 
likely held the guitar in his lap, “Hawaiian style.”18

 Indeed, when we take a comprehensive look, many of the most significant, 
earliest- documented African American slide guitarists actually played “Hawaiian 
style” by laying the guitar across their laps and using steel bars or knives. These 
players included Weaver, Huddie Ledbetter (Leadbelly), and likely Charley Pat-
ton and perhaps Blind Lemon Jefferson as well. W. C. Handy asserted in his auto-
biography that while waiting for a delayed train to arrive at the Tutwiler, Missis-
sippi depot in 1903, he observed an African American musician as he “pressed a 
knife on the strings of the guitar in a manner popularized by Hawaiian guitarists.” 
Music scholar Samuel Charters also suggested that Blind Willie Johnson learned 
to play in the “Hawaiian style.” East Texas guitarist B. K. Turner (“Black Ace”) 
also performed in the “Hawaiian” lap style, as did Louisiana born guitarist Sam 
Collins, Georgia- born guitarist James “Kokomo” Arnold, Oscar “Buddy” Woods, 
and Eddie Schaffer from the Ark- La- Tex region.19

 Evidence suggests, furthermore, that African American guitarists were famil-
iar not only with Hawaiian guitars but with Hawaiian music as well. Arkansas- 
born African American guitarist Casey Bill Weldon, who recorded as “Casey Bill, 
the Hawaiian Guitar Wizard,” played “Hawaiian style” and became quite popular 
among African American consumers in the 1930s. Working in St. Louis in 1927, 
perhaps the most influential black guitarist of his day, Lonnie Johnson, recorded 
several intriguing Hawaiian guitar sides with Henry Johnson and His Boys, in-
cluding “Blue Hawaii” and “Hawaiian Harmony Blues.” In addition, one of the 
first stars in the blues idiom, Ma Rainey, featured the Hawaiian- style work of Milas 
Pruitt in two of her early recordings from March 1924. African Americans indeed 
not only took up Hawaiian guitars but ‘ukuleles as well: commercial recordings 
from the mid- 1920s by groups such as The Two of Spades, Ukulele Bob Williams, 
Danny Small & Ukulele Mays, and The Pebbles attest to this broad familiarity with 
Hawaiian instruments.20

 In addition, other early African American guitarists, who played their guitars 
upright with a bottleneck slide on their finger, often acknowledged the Hawaiian 
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style of playing as a foundational reference point for their technique in interviews 
conducted during the blues revival period. Tampa Red [b. Hudson Woodbridge], 
for example, one of the most popular black guitarists to record and perform in the 
1920s and ’30s, explained to Jim O’Neal, “I used two, three, maybe four strings 
sometime. It’s got a Hawaiian effect. I couldn’t play as many strings as a fella 
playin’ a regular Hawaiian guitar, but I got the same effect. I was the champ of 
that style with the bottleneck on my finger.” In 1965, Mark Levine, Barry Hansen, 
and John Fahey interviewed the legendary early slide player Eddie James “Son” 
House; they spent much time teasing out details of early- twentieth- century Mis-
sissippi Delta guitar culture. Son House offered that his father and uncle mostly 
played tuba and trombone and only later picked up the guitar. When pressed about 
the interest around Clarksdale in guitar music, he said, “Long back in that time, 
they didn’t care nothing ’bout guitar much.” Son House reported that he didn’t see 
his father play guitar until he was about ten years old (ca. 1912), and then, his father 
(and all the other guitarists he recalled) used a standard tuning, not an open tuning 
necessary for a slide or Hawaiian guitar style: in fact, “none of the old guys,” he 
said, played in open tunings, and he did not recall anyone from that period play-
ing with a bottleneck or knife. He made no mention of diddley bows. When asked 
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how he came about the slide guitar and open tunings, he thought for a while and 
responded, “the first guy I paid attention to . . . was a guy by the name of Rubin 
Lacy . . . And he’s the first guy, him and this guy [ James McCoy], . . . that I see 
play the slide—the Hawaiian way.” Even after diligent urging by his interview-
ers to deliver the goods on the ancient origins of the Delta blues slide guitar, Son 
House characterized it as a new style, learned by him and his peers: the “Hawaiian 
way” of playing.21

 Later recordings by famous southern African American guitarists also suggest 
that Hawaiian repertoire was more than familiar to them. Take, for example, an 
informal recording session from 1968 at the Memphis apartment of Furry Lewis. 
Lewis, born in the 1890s in Greenwood, Mississippi, played in jug bands around 
Memphis in the 1910s and 1920s, traveled in medicine shows, and was invited 
to play with numerous legendary performers from that period, including Bessie 
Smith, Blind Lemon Jefferson, Gus Cannon, and W. C. Handy. In his apartment, 
among friends, Lewis sang a bluesy number he called “Farewell to Thee” and 
played a guitar solo that replicated the melody to Queen Lili‘uokalani’s “Aloha 
‘Oe” (which means, when translated from the Hawaiian, “Farewell to Thee”).22

 One of the most curious traces of Hawaiian repertoire derives from a recording 
of Huddie Ledbetter, himself a Hawaiian- style knife player, performing at a pri-
vate party in 1948. By the time Ledbetter was “discovered” in the Angola prison 
farm by John and Alan Lomax in 1933, he had already spent a great deal of his life 
as a musician, having worked the streets of Dallas with Blind Lemon Jefferson in 
the late 1900s and 1910s. It was at this time that he learned how to play the Hawai-
ian guitar. Though the Lomaxes presented him as a “folk” singer, his early reper-
toire was loaded with commercial Tin Pan Alley material. One of Ledbetter’s early 
chroniclers, Frederick Ramsey, remarked, “Travelling in the South even singing 
for Negro Audiences you would get requests . . . , people who could know about 
the current popular songs even though they [were] Broadway and white inspired 
or Tin Pan Alley songs, and [Ledbetter] had quite a few of them in his repertoire.” 
Ledbetter was a consummate professional, so he knew that in order to get paid, 
whether on street corners or in the finest theatres, you had to know how to play 
whatever your audience expected or demanded. At this 1948 party, in one of his last 
recorded performances, Ledbetter sang what he called the “Hawaiian Song.” The 
last time that this song, otherwise known as “My Hula Hula Love,” was recorded 
by any artist, was when Hawaiian guitarists Pale K. Lua and David Kaili cut it with 
the Irene West Royal Hawaiians for Victor records in 1916. Prior to that, according 
to Edison publicity materials, it had been “introduced to metropolitan audiences 
by Toots Paka” and, of course, her bandmates, Hawaiian guitarists July Paka and 
Joseph Kekuku. Ledbetter, then, conjured a song from deep in the past, from the 
days of his street work with Blind Lemon Jefferson, in the days when Hawaiian 
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guitar music was among the most popular, if not the most popular, music in the 
United States.23

r e c ov e r i n g  t h e  i n d i g e n ou s  c ro s s roa d s  
o F  a M e r i c a n  M u s i c

 Despite the evidence that the most important early blues slide players either 
played in the “Hawaiian style” or, like Son House, specifically acknowledged “the 
Hawaiian way” as a key reference point for describing the slide guitar technique, 
many blues scholars over the years have seemed determined to discount the possi-
bility that the slide style developed from any other musical influences than those 
found in West or Central Africa. In fact, one of the most authoritative scholars 
on this topic wrote that, “I find it very hard to believe that young Joseph Kekuku 
invented and perfected this guitar style without some such model, and the most 
logical model would have been an American Negro guitarist, probably a sailor 
whose ship docked in Honolulu.” Others have made similar claims, but no evi-
dence exists that Kekuku was inspired by any such figure; in fact, by the 1890s, it 
is much more likely that an African American sailor would have observed Hawai-
ian steel guitarists strolling through the Honolulu waterfront. Regardless, these 
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earlier, unwarranted assertions have obscured the much more plausible argument 
that Kekuku and the Kanaka Maoli adherents to his method were those most re-
sponsible for distributing the technique throughout the South.24

 Of course, it certainly remains possible that as guitars became increasingly 
accessible in the early 1900s, black and white southerners independently devel-
oped interests and talents in barring the strings with glass or metal objects on 
their own. In 1907, four years after W. C. Handy observed an African American 
musician playing “in a manner popularized by Hawaiian guitarists,” sociologist 
Howard W. Odum observed some African American guitarists passing through 
Lafayette County, Mississippi, who occasionally used a slide as well. These two 
earliest documented observations of African Americans playing in this style came 
close on the heels of the introduction of continental audiences to the Hawaiian 
guitar, and we likely will never know whether those guitarists developed their 
techniques independently or not.25

 Moreover, the concept of moving a device over a string to change its pitch is 

Native Hawaiians reoriented Americans to the guitar’s possibilities, and Kanaka Maoli guitarists deserve notice 

as pivotal architects of American music—music that perhaps sounds as Hawaiian in its overtones as anything 
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found all over the world in various incarnations, including, of course, West and 
Central Africa. Furthermore, a number of African American blues guitarists did 
string wire from their walls as children. But as Gerhard Kubik, one of the lead-
ing proponents of the Africa- to- Delta Blues- Diddley Bow connection admits, 
these one- stringed children’s instruments do not appear in the Delta’s historical 
record until the 1930s. Maybe, given that late date, then, we have the diddley bow 
story backwards. When Lynn Summers and Bob Scheir asked blues musician Little 
Milton the leading question, “Was your first instrument the proverbial piece of 
baling wire strung up on the side of a house?” Milton responded, after first de-
scribing drums made out of lard cans, “you had wire [on] the side of the house, on 
the wall or something, with a brick on one end maybe and a bottle on the other, 
then you use a nail in a bottle and you sound like a Hawaiian type.” Rather than dem-
onstrating an African retention, perhaps children built diddley bows to mimic the 
Hawaiian guitar, which we know widespread audiences of black and white south-
erners alike had witnessed by the first or early second decade of the century.26

 At the same time, the role of Kānaka Maoli guitarists in the blues tradition 
should not diminish the extraordinarily unique guitar styles developed by African 
Americans in the early twentieth century. Southern African Americans may have 
seen Native Hawaiians first craft a competent and translatable technique of sliding 
objects over guitar frets to make music, but African Americans then made it their 
own, adapting it to suit their most modern music of the day, the blues. They came 
to develop their own tunings and techniques, preferring bottlenecks with upright 
guitars to knives with guitars played on the lap. Certainly, as well, the transmis-
sion of musical ideas moved in multiple ways, and many Native Hawaiian guitar-
ists by the 1920s were experimenting with and recording blues, jazz, and hillbilly 
music. The extensive African and Kanaka Maoli diasporic collisions in the South 
suggest that this southern soundscape was more fluid and ethnically diverse, and 
less isolated and segregated, than we even recently imagined.
 Based upon our available evidence, it seems clear that many African American 
guitarists learned from Kānaka Maoli a new tool for their bag of tricks, and when 
one considers the appropriation of kīkā kila within many other genres, including 
jazz, country and western swing, vocal pop music, even Cajun music, the impact 
of Kanaka Maoli musicians on U.S. continental music is astonishing. The near 
absence of Kānaka Maoli in most American music histories, then, is appalling. 
Native Hawaiians, simply put, reoriented Americans to the guitar’s possibilities. 
It is time, then, that these histories are overhauled in consequence, so that Kanaka 
Maoli guitarists are given their due as pivotal architects of southern music, of 
American music—music that perhaps sounds as Hawaiian in its overtones as any-
thing else.
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